Abstract
Introduction
The field of object recognition is one of the most complex areas in computer vision and image understanding. Object recognition based on matched filtering has been a very active research area in computer vision for many years. Matched filtering has been used much earlier in the areas of radar, sonar, and signal processing [16] . Valuable information for visual object recognition can be obtained from that literature.
Although template matching has been widely used in computer vision, a crucial problem with the method is the size of the search space [14, 121. There are several approaches published in the literature that either reduce the size of the search space or that direct the search towards areas in the search space for which a match is more likely [8, 15, 141. In this paper a new approach is proposed that uses both such techniques. We discuss the problem of how certain landmarks, for example traffic signs, can be recognized by an autonomous vehicle or robot. For this particular application, a five-dimensional search-space is sufficiently ~ *The author is supported by NSF grant ASC-9217041 and the Siemens Corporation.
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o* We thank NRL for publication support. large for robust object recognition and small enough for efficient object recognition. The method presented constructs templates on-line during the search. The algorithm uses an efficient 10-cal definition of the correlation coefficient to evaluate the match. The algorithm presented correctly finds the location, shape, size, and orientation of objects. If enough independent information is contained in a template image, it can be matched with an object in an image uniquely. False positive matches occur only for objects that have very small information content. To avoid false matches, templates with insufficient information content should not be used for recognition tasks. We describe how to compute the information content of template images.
Although the main objective of this paper is to describe a new approach to the general problem of visual object recognition, the solution to the special problem of recognizing traffic signs is significant by itself. Automatically recognizing traffic signs in images is very valuable for mobile robot or autonomous vehicle navigation. A robot that can recognize a traffic sign as a familiar landmark in its map of the environment can then use this information to localize itself in its environment [2] . Our method stands apart from previous approaches to traffic sign recognition because first, it is efficiently applied to real-world landscape images (as opposed to Ettinger's isolated signs [SI), and second, it does not rely on color perception which is very sensitive to lightin changes (as opposed to the approach of Zheng et al. f191).
The optimization technique fast simulated annealing is applied to avoid the cost of brute-force search by directing the search successfully. It reduces the search time by orders of magnitude. Recent publications in the sonar literature [5, 111 show that fast simulated annealing has been very successful in coherent signal extraction and localization in noisy environments. We use it in a similar way for incoherent image processing. Kirkpatrick et al. [lo] show how to simulate annealing of combinatorial optimization problems. Szu and Hartley 171 propose an inverse linear cooling schedule simulated annealing." The original slower version of simulated annealing has been applied to segmentation and noise reduction of degraded images [7] . However, for visual object recognition, fast simulated annealing has yet not been exploited.
for simu I ated annealing. This version is called "fast This paper is organized in the following way: The object recognition problem is defined as a parameter search problem in Section 2. Section 3 shows how templates are generated from model images. Section 4 examines the search space of the recognition problem and introduces "ambiguity surfaces.'' Section 5 describes our simulated annealing algorithm and Section 6 reports our experimental results. Section 7 analyzes the error in the correlation and proposes how to avoid false matches. Section 8 describes our results on noisy images. We conclude with a summary of this work and suggestions how to apply these results to other problems.
The Recognition Problem
An object in an image I is defined t o be recognized if it correlates highly with a template image T of the hypothesized object. This template image T We use the normalized correlation coefficient as a measure of how well images IT and T correlate or match. For images IT and T , the normalized correlation coefficient p is the covariance of IT and T normalized by the standard deviation of IT and T . The correlation coefficient is dimensionless, and lpl 5 1. The correlation coefficient measures how accurate image IT can be approximated by template T . Image IT and template T are perfectly correlated if p = 1. We approximate p using the sampled coefficient of correlation
and?-'T is the number of pixels in the template image T with nonzero brightness values and p~ 5 nT . m~. Note this last condition means that not all the pixels in images T and IT are actually compared but only the nonzero pixels in T with the corresponding pixels in IT. This is important, for example, if the template contains a circular object. Here pixels in T bordering the circle (or the background) will be zero (black). The computation time of r is proportional to the number of pixels in the hypothesized object, which is usually much smaller than the number of pixels in I . Using the correlation as a measure of successful recognition is also advantageous because it is a very robust measure. That is, it is relatively insensitive to fluctuations in the environment compared t o higher resolution methods, as is well documented in spectral, bearing, and range estimation problems [9, 11.
Generating Templates from Model Images
A template T ( x , y) is generated from a model image M(z,y) by choosing three parameters that describe a transformation from M into T . The parameters determine how the model is sampled, and if necessary, how it is interpolated t o generate the template. The parameters used are a rotation parameter T and two sampling parameters s , and sy . In general, there may not be a pixel in M a t the sampling point on vector t,. If this is the case, we use a four-point interpolation to define the brightness for the template at that point. Similarly, M is sampled (and if necessary interpolated) along vectors t,, -tx, and -t, to obtain the brightness of the template pixels along the template coordinate axes. The rest of the template is now determined from M along the grid that is defined by the samples on the template coordinate axes. Since the sampling rates s, and sy in the template coordinate system are different in general, the template is a rotated, scaled, and uniformly deformed version of the model. More parameters would be needed to describe more general non-uniform and non-linear deformations of the model. A straightforward extension would be to add a fourth parameter to obtain a non-uniform linear deformation of the model. However, for our purposes, the transformation described is sufficient because the objects to be recognized are usually flat, normal to the viewing direction and far away from the camera compared to the object size. Our method computes the template very quickly by sweeping over the model image only once. The time for creating a n~ x m~ template image is 0 ( n~m~) . 
The Parameter Search Space
The space of possible solutions of the recognition problem is extremely large, even if a particular object is known to be in the image a priori. The dimension of the search space is determined by the number of possibilities for position, size, shape, and orientation of the object. The number of possibilities for the position of the centroid of the object in the image is O ( n 2 ) €or a n x n image. Assuming that the size and shape of the object can be approximated by sampling the model along two perpendicular axes as described in the previous section, the number of possibilities to approximate the size and shape of the object is also O ( n 2 ) . Even with this assumption, the number of possible angles is still very large; since the image is discrete, we assume that the number of possible angles is O ( n ) . Thus, the size of the search space is O ( n 5 ) for an n, x n image. For a typical image of size 256 x 256, the search space has a size of order 1014. An exhaustive search of this space would take too long to find a good match between templates and images. We use terminology from the radar and sonar literature to describe the search space. We call the space an ambiguity surface. A peak in the ambiguity surface means that the correlation coefficient is high for a particular set of parameters. Figure 3 shows an example of a twc-dimensional ambiguity surface with a peak shown in black. There may be several peaks in an ambiguity surface. If the template and the object in the image match perfectly, the cross-correlation between template and image results in a peak in the ambiguity surface which is the global optimum. Due to noise and reduction of the search space by our template transformation, we do not expect a perfect match. However, in most cases the global optimum corresponds to a correct match or recognition.
As we can also see in Figure 3 , an iterative search for a peak in the ambiguity surface such as steepest descent would fail because it would get "stuck" in local minima. Simulated annealing, however, is able to "jump" out of local minima and find the globally best correlation value.
The Simulated Annealing Algorithm
In this section we describe our algorithm €or finding an optimal match between images and templates. Our algorithm is based on a fast version of simulated annealing. Simulated annealing has become a popular search technique for solving optimization problems. Its name originates from the process of slowly cooling molecules to form a perfect crystal. The cooling process and its analogous search algorithm is an iterative process, controlled by a decreasing temperature parameter. At each iteration, our algorithm generates templates on-line as described in Section 3. New test values for the location, sampling, and rotation parameters of the template are randomly perturbed from current values. If the correlation coefficient rj increases over the previous coefficient rj -1, the new parameter values are accepted in the j-th iteration (as in the gradient method). Otherwise, they are accepted if e -( E J -E J -l ) / T J > < where < is randomly chosen to be in [0,1], T j is the temperature parameter, and E . -1 -rj is the cost function in the j-th iteration. $ora sufficient temperature this allows "jumps" out of local minima. We choose as the cooling schedule for the j-th update of the temperature parameter where To is the initial temperature and L is the number of iterations during the search. Note that the rate at which the temperature decreases is inverse linear [ll, 171 and converges faster than an often used logarithmically inverse cooling schedule [7] . As a criteria for stopping the annealing process, we simply put a limit on the search length L. Although this does not ensure convergence to the optimal correlation coefficient, the solutions we obtain for the parameters are generally sufficient and solve the recognition task. different freezing points [ll] . An algorithm that randomly perturbs all parameters at the same time has poor convergence properties. Therefore, at a specific temperature we do not combine the test for the choice of the location, sampling, and rotation angle. We also obtain good results using simulated annealing only for the location parameters, and a gradient descent with large enough random perturbations [5] for the remaining parameters.
To properly deal with boundaries of an image I ( z , y ) for which 0 < z < n I and 0 5 y < mr, we use the following formula to perturb the z-coordinate 
cx =
The y-coordinate cy of the centroid of the template is perturbed similarly. This formula avoids attracting the centroid position to the rim or corners of the image.
Experimental Results
The algorithm described above was implemented on a workstation. We used the model images shown in Figure 4 to find templates that correlate optimally with the scene images some of which are shown in Figure 5. The images are quantized using 256 grey levels. The size of the model images is 122 x 117 pixels (except for the one-way sign, which has 178 x 60 pixels.) The size of the scene images varies between 100 x 70 and 516 x 365 pixels.
For all scene images, the shape, size, orientation, and location of any traffic sign is found if it is known a priori what kind of sign to look for. For example, using the stop sign model shown in Figure 4 last row of images in Figure 5 ; see also ing which object is in a scene image (i.e., not knowing the kind of traffic sign a priori), we ran 144 experiments with 18 scene images and 8 model images [3]. Table 1 ). The model corresponding to the maximum correlation value is selected as the sign recognized in the scene image. For most scene images, the correlation coefficient is highest if a match between a sign in the image and its corresponding template occurs. Only for two images, Slow2 and Stop2, a false positive match occurs because the best correlation coefficient is not the one for the corresponding model. There are two facts that contribute to the false positive matches. First, some models do not have enough structure by themselves and match easily with arbitrary parts of the images. For example, the European no-entry sign's white middle bar matches with the roof of a car in image Stop2, as shown in Figure 6 . In Section 7 we analyze this problem quantitatively. Second, some models look quite different from the actual landmark in the scene image. For example, as mentioned before, the stop sign model does not have any graffiti while the sign in Stop2 does. The templates constructed from the model stop sign do not match the stop sign in image Stop2 well enough to result in a correlation coefficient lar er than the one obtained with the model E-no-entry ?see Figure 6 ). One could try to solve this problem by making a model of each traffic sign (including its graffiti) in the environment. However, this would result in a huge library of signs which would increase the search time substantially. Moreover, the environment may change and outdate the library quickly. Therefore, we instead propose to select a small number of model images with high information content (see Section 7 ) so that false positive matches are avoided.
Illumination Changes
The correlation coefficient IT, T ) measures not only how accurate image IT can be approximated by template T , but also how accurate image IT can be approximated by a linear function of T , since p( IT , T ) = p ( l~, aT + 6 ) for some constants a, b. Therefore, the correlation coefficient is invariant to constant scale factors in brightness. Thus recognition is not affected by new lighting conditions that mainly result in such brightness changes.
Simulated Annealing vs. Exhaustive
We also implemented an exhaustive search of the entire parameter space to compare its running time to our fast simulated annealing algorithm. The comparison of our simulated annealing algorithm and exhaustive search drastically demonstrates the advantage of simulated annealing. We used image Noentry2 which has 112 x 77 pixels. The search space had about 6.8 x lo7 sets of parameters. It took 15 seconds to recognize the sign using our simulated annealing algorithm. In contrast, exhaustive search found the sign after more than 10 hours of computation time. Figure 7 illustrates how fast our simulated annealing algorithm recognizes a sign in a scene image.
Search

Avoiding False Matches
The error due to digitization increases if the number of pixels p~ in the image window considered decreases. For large samples of p~ pixels the error between the sampled correlation coefficient T and its continuous version p can be expressed as the mean squared error (see Weatherburn [IS] ). Therefore, false matches can be avoided if the template images do not get too small.
The We examine the information content of each model image to evaluate how useful the model image is for the recognition task. All our model images M(z,y) have the same number of pixels R. Model images with low resolution (little structure) such as the European No-entry and Yield signs, do not have enough information content for robust object recognition. This, and the mean squared error in T for small p~ , are responsible for the false positive matches reported in Table 1 .
In order to avoid false matches, we need to avoid using such model images with low information content.
The models that contribute to the false positive matches, E-no-entry and Yield, have a coherence area of 313 and 197, respectively. This is much higher than the coherence area for models with more reliable matching results. For example, the Footpath and Stop signs' auto-correlation falls off much faster; their coherence areas are 148 and 56, respectively. The number of coherence cells in E-no-entry is 297 and in Yield 473, but in Footpath it is 628 and in Stop, even 1641.
Thus, the number of coherence cells is a quantitative measure for determining if a model has enough information content to be useful as a template. Most of the models we use have a large enough number of coherence cells for robust detection, but subsequent downsampling in generation of templates may corrupt this. Figure 8 : Auto-correlation of model images Footpath, E-no-entry, Stop, and Yield. To illustrate how fast the auto-correlation falls off, the e-folding lengths, i.e., pixels (zly) with R(z,y) x 1/e, are shown on a dark contour.
Results on Noisy Images
Gaussian noise is added to the brightness values of some of the scene images to examine the robustness of our algorithm. The algorithm is able to find the sign even in strongly degraded pictures. The signal-tonoise ratio (SNR of a noisy image is defined as 10 log of the variance o d the noiseless image over the variance of the noise. Several noisy images are obtained by corrupting image slow3 by zero-mean Gaussian noise with various signal-to-noise ratios. Our results for image slow3 are summarized in Figure 9 . The correlation increases as the signal-to-noise ratio increases. 
Conclusions
Our method has been shown to efficiently recognize objects in complicated landscapes in the presence of noise. To our knowledge, our work is the first to apply fast simulated annealing to object recognition. Our results show that it makes the parameter search of object recognition feasible. We strongly advocate the use of template matching in recognition tasks and provided quantitative techniques to analyze its limits. We showed how to measure the information content of templates as a way to make the recognition algorithm robust.
For the application of traffic signs, we have shown that the search space can be successfully reduced by using a three parameter transformation from model image to template. This method is well suited for recognition tasks that involve objects with scale and shape variations. The method is so efficient that templates can be constructed on-line during the search.
For future work, severe illumination variations within the object and occlusion problems can be addressed. Other applications of our method, for example in medical computer vision and in face recognition, are being investigated. We believe that with our method we can generalize common approaches to recognize faces [4] by using images that are not normalized but contain more general scenes with varied backgrounds.
